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1. Introduction
Following the advent of precision Higgs physics, top-quark mass effects are currently a very
active topic, which was also heavily featured at this conference [1]. We show sample diagrams for
some of the relevant processes in Figure 1, where the fermion lines correspond to the top quark.
These gluon-fusion processes have in common that they are loop-induced and that their perturbative
expansions only converge slowly, implying that higher-order corrections are both important and
very challenging to compute. Traditionally, the infinite top-quark mass limit has been used beyond
leading order to considerably simplify calculations. In many cases, higher powers in the large
top-quark mass expansion (LME) were computed to refine predictions and obtain rough estimates
for the uncertainties related to the approximation. While the expansion yields reliable results for
single on-shell Higgs production, it breaks down in kinematic regimes of 2→ 2 processes where the
internal top quarks can be on their mass shell, e.g. at large invariant masses or transverse momenta.
In recent years numerical NLO results have become available [2–6], but these calculations
require a high degree of optimization and still pose serious challenges. Therefore, there has also
been considerable recent interest in expansion methods which are viable in an extended or comple-
mentary part of the phase space [7–10]. Here, we report on a different approach [11] based on the
reconstruction of the amplitude from the LME and the expansion around the top-quark threshold
sˆ = 4m2t with a conformal mapping and Padé approximants [12–14]. This method has the advan-
tage that it is applicable in the entire physical phase space and that calculations are manageable at
three-loop order where the other expansion methods are not feasible with the current computational
technology. We first review our approach for the simpler case of single-Higgs production [15] and
then discuss double-Higgs production [11] and the Higgs-interference contribution to double-Z
production [16].
2. Single-Higgs production
The amplitude for the production of an off-shell Higgs boson in gluon fusion
A µνab (g(p1,µ,a),g(p2,ν ,b)→ H(∗)(pH)) = δabTF
yt sˆ√
2mt
αs
4pi
(
gµν − p
ν
1 p
µ
2
p1 · p2
)
F4(z) (2.1)
H∗
H
H
Z
Z
H∗
H
H
Z
Z
Figure 1: Sample diagrams for gluon fusion processes at LO (top) and NLO (bottom).
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Figure 2: Analytic structure of the triangle form factor in the complex z and ω planes. The red zigzag curve
denotes the tt¯X branch cut and the blue shaded region illustrates the convergence properties of the LME.
only depends on a single form factor F∆(z) that is a function of the dimensionless ratio z= sˆ/(4m2t ),
where sˆ = (p1 + p2)2 is the partonic center-of-mass energy. We apply the IR subtractions deter-
mined in [17] to define finite form factors F(1),fin∆ and F
(2),fin
∆ at two and three-loop order, respec-
tively. Causality implies that the form factor is an analytic function in the entire complex z-plane
apart from a branch cut starting at the top-quark threshold z = 1 as illustrated in Figure 2, which
limits the radius of convergence of the LME to unity. Beyond leading order there is also a branch
cut from massless intermediate states (e.g. from cutting the gluon loop in the bottom-left diagram
in Figure 1) starting at z = 0 which we will discuss below. We now apply the conformal transfor-
mation
z=
4ω
(1+ω)2
, (2.2)
which maps the complex z-plane onto the unit disc |ω| ≤ 1 and the branch cut on the perimeter as
shown in Figure 2. This implies that the form factor can be approximated with a power series in
ω(z) by determining the coefficients from the condition that the expansion of the ansatz in z must
reproduce the LME. A more general approach is to use Padé approximants
[n/m](ω) =
n
∑
i=0
aiω i
1+
m
∑
j=1
b jω j
, (2.3)
which perform best when the polynomial degrees of the numerator and denominator are similar
n ≈ m. While it is possible to construct Padé approximants with only the LME as an input to
determine the coefficients ai and b j, the quality of the results deteriorates with increasing loop
order. This can be understood from the expansion of the form factor around the top threshold
F(N),fin∆
z→1
=
N
∑
n=0
[
∞
∑
i=0
Ainz¯i+
∞
∑
i=3−N
N
∑
j=imod2
Bi jnz¯ i/2 ln j(z¯)
]
lnn(−4z+ i0) , (2.4)
where z¯ = 1− z and the Ain and Bi jn are coefficients. Again, let us first ignore massless cuts and
focus on the contribution with n = 0. In addition to a power series in z¯ there are non-analytic
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Figure 3: The left plot shows our reconstructed results for the three-loop form factor F(2),fin∆ and the right
plot compares our approximation of the fermionic contribution F(2,1),fin∆ to the analytic calculation (black)
from [24]. The blue and yellow regions correspond to our uncertainty estimate for the real and imaginary
part of the form factor. In the lower panel we normalize the result to the central value (left) or the exact result
(right) and furthermore show the approximation from [15] where one fewer LME coefficient was known in
green and red.
contributions involving square roots and logarithms of z¯. The leading power at which these terms
appear depends on the loop order due to the αs/v ∼ αs/z¯ scaling of Coulomb singularities near
the threshold. While the roots are tamed by the conformal mapping
√
z¯ = (1−ω(z))/(1+ω(z)),
which is analytic near ω = 1, the logarithms ln(z¯) = 2[ln(1−ω(z))− ln(1+ω(z))] constitute non-
analytic terms near ω = 1 which cannot be reproduced by the Padé ansatz (2.3). The appearance
of higher powers of these logarithms with increasing loop orders thus explains the worse behaviour
of Padé approximants constructed only from the LME.
To improve the reconstruction of the form factor we computed the non-analytic part of the
threshold expansion (2.4). For example, for N = 1 (two loops) we compute Bi j0 with j = 1 for
i= 2,4,6 and j = 0,1 for i= 3,5.1 This is significantly simpler than the calculation of the analytic
terms and sufficient to obtain a good reconstruction of the form factor at least up to three-loop
order. The calculation is described in [11] and utilizes the non-relativistic effective field theory
methods developed for the computation of the e+e−→ tt¯X cross section near the top-pair produc-
tion threshold [18–22]. Our reconstruction takes the form
F(2),fin4 (z)'
[n/m] (ω(z))
1+aR,0z
+
[k/l] (ω(z))
1+aR,1z
ln(−4z+ i0)+ s(z) , (2.5)
where the known logarithmic terms have been absorbed into the subtraction function s(z). The
remainder is then free of threshold logarithms ln(z¯) up to the computed order in the threshold
1At two-loop order the terms proportional to ln(−4z+ i0) are removed by the IR subtraction.
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Figure 4: Examples for on-shell cuts in two diagrams contributing to the gg→ AB process.
expansion and better suited for Padé approximants. Here, we separately reconstruct the coefficient
of the logarithm ln(−4z) stemming from massless cuts. We use a rescaling with 1+aR,i z to enforce
the scaling F∆→ 0 as z→∞ which is a consequence of unitarity. Furthermore, randomly choosing
the parameters aR,i in the range [0.1,10] allows us to construct multiple Padé approximants and thus
estimate the uncertainty of the results. In [15] we presented our approximants for the three-loop
form factor including input from the LME up to the order z6 and the threshold expansion up to the
order z¯.
After the appearance of our work the z7 coefficient in the LME has been computed in [23] and
the light-fermion contributions have been calculated analytically in [24]. In Figure 3 we update
our results from [15] with Padé approximants constructed using the additional LME coefficient
and compare the fermionic contribution to the exact calculation. Sample Padé approximants which
include the new input are available from [25]. We observe that the uncertainties are tiny below the
top threshold and then moderately increase for larger values of z while remaining sufficiently small
for phenomenological applications throughout the entire range. The lower panel shows normalized
results with and without the z7 coefficient and we find good consistency between the two approxi-
mations. The new LME coefficient improves the agreement of the light-fermion contribution with
the exact results where our earlier result from [15] seems to have slightly underestimated the uncer-
tainty in some parts of the energy range. This demonstrates that the Padé approximants can further
be improved by including additional information from the kinematic expansions.
3. Padé method for gg→ AB processes
The method we described in Section 2 can also be applied to the kinematically more compli-
cated amplitudes of gg→AB scattering processes. First we decompose the amplitude into a number
of form factors which will then be reconstructed. These form factors depend on several kinematic
quantities: the invariant masses MA, MB of the final state particles, the Mandelstam variables sˆ, tˆ, uˆ
which are subject to the condition
sˆ+ tˆ+ uˆ=M2A+M
2
B , (3.1)
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Figure 5: The left plot shows the leading-order invariant mass distribution of Higgs-pair production. The
dark blue line is the exact result and the pink-dashed line corresponds to our full reconstruction where the
uncertainty is too small to be seen. The light-blue line shows the reconstruction without input from the
threshold expansion and the light-blue region corresponds to the uncertainty estimate. On the right we
compare the IR-subtracted squared matrix element Vfin with the numerical calculation from [2, 3] (pink
points). Our results with and without input from the top threshold are given in dark blue and light blue,
respectively.
and the mass mt of the internal top quarks. This implies that the analytic structure of the form
factors is much more complicated than for gg→ H∗. We show several on-shell cuts in sample
diagrams in Figure 4. We divide the form factors into coefficients of logarithms ln(−sˆ/m2t + i0),
ln(−M2A/m2t + i0), etc. from the massless cuts sˆ≥ 0, M2A ≥ 0, etc. as done for the sˆ-channel cut in
(2.5). These coefficients are then reconstructed separately and we proceed as follows.
First, we specify a phase space point by fixing the kinematic variables sˆ, tˆ, uˆ,M2A,M
2
B in the
physical region. The variable z then encodes the top-quark mass dependence of the amplitude at
the given phase space point. The analytic structure is similar to that displayed on the left hand side
in Figure 2, but there are also branch cuts at z ≤ sˆ/tˆ, sˆ/uˆ, corresponding to negative values of m2t ,
from the t and uˆ channel. These values of z map onto real negative values of ω inside the unit circle
under the conformal transformation (2.2). While the branch cuts cannot be reproduced by the Padé
ansatz, the negative values of m2t are obviously unphysical and we observe that the leading-order
form factors for gg→ HH and the Higgs-interference contribution to gg→ ZZ can be reproduced
almost perfectly in spite of them [11, 16]. A similar situation has been discussed in [26] where
it was shown that the poles in the Padé ansatz (2.3) accumulate in the region of the branch cut
and thus approximate the cut. Since the Padé approximants do not need to be evaluated in the
vicinity of the tˆ and uˆ channel thresholds we conclude that the corresponding cuts do not impede
the reconstruction of the amplitude with our method. The remaining branch cuts at sˆ ≥ 16m2t ,
M2A ≥ 4m2t etc. lie on top of the tt¯X cut with threshold that are significantly larger than z = 1 and
do not pose any problems.
Our approximate result follows by constructing Padé approximants in the variable ω(z) and
evaluating them for the physical value of mt . We use random values of the rescaling parameters
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Figure 6: Off-shell Higgs interference contribution to Z-pair production in gluon fusion.
aR,i defined as in (2.5) to obtain a total of 100 [n/m] approximants where we apply the condition
|n−m| ≤ 3 since Padé approximants with a similar polynomial degree in the numerator and de-
nominator generally perform best. Furthermore, we exclude approximants with poles close to real
positive values of z in the complex plane. The standard deviation of the 100 values is used as an
estimate of the uncertainty. These steps need to be performed for every phase space point which
typically requires a few CPU seconds.
3.1 Double-Higgs production
Double-Higgs production is the best studied case of top-quark mass effects in gluon-fusion
processes with two-particle final states where the first numerical two-loop calculations [2, 3] ap-
peared. This allows a detailed comparison of our approach which is shown in Figure 5. We con-
structed Padé approximants from the LME up to the order z4 [27, 28] and the threshold expansion
up to the order z¯5/2 (LO) and z¯2 (NLO) [11]. This provides an almost perfect reconstruction at LO
with tiny uncertainties. The comparison with the approximation without input from the threshold
expansion demonstrates the importance of that additional information for the method. At NLO we
find that the reconstructed result matches the numerical calculation very well, albeit with bigger er-
rors that increase towards larger invariant masses. Larger uncertainties are expected because most
of the complications discussed above, i.e. massless cuts and threshold logarithms, first appear at
two-loop order. In particular we find that the coefficient of the logarithm ln(−sˆ/m2t + i0) from the
massless sˆ-channel cut has a larger relative uncertainty than the non-logarithmic term. Still, the
uncertainties are small enough for phenomenological applications and can be further reduced with
more input from the LME and the threshold expansion.
3.2 Higgs-interference contribution to Z-pair production
Measuring the process gg→ H → ZZ (→ 4l) on and off the Higgs-boson peak provides an
indirect way to measure the Higgs-boson width ΓH ∼ 4MeV [29–31], which is not directly acces-
sible at the LHC or the planned next generation of collider experiments due to insufficient energy
resolution. A numerically important but computationally challenging contribution to the off-shell
regime is the interference contribution shown in Figure 6 where the top-quark contribution to the
gg→ ZZ amplitude dominates the region of large invariant mass MZZ . The top-quark contribution
has been computed at two-loop order within the LME [32,33] and Padé approximants based on the
LME were studied in [33]. Only two form factors contribute to the Higgs-interference contribution
and we show our approximate results based on the LME to z6 and the threshold expansion up to at
least z¯4 [16] in Figure 7. Again we obtain an almost perfect reconstruction at LO. At NLO we get
a very good prediction for the numerically dominant axial-vector form factor
∣∣∣F˜(2)AA 〉 in the entire
6
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Figure 7: The LO (top) and NLO (bottom) form factors
∣∣∣F˜(i)VV〉 (left) and ∣∣∣F˜(i)AA〉 are shown as a function of
the invariant mass of the Z-boson pair at a fixed value of x˜= (p2T +m
2
Z)/M
2
ZZ = 0.09. The real and imaginary
parts of the Padé approximants are shown in dark blue and light blue and the solid lines correspond to the
exact result at LO. The shaded regions show an approximation constructed from the LME only, following
the approach of [33].
phase space. The errors are larger and the convergence is slower for the vector form factor
∣∣∣F˜(2)VV 〉,
because the contribution proportional to ln(−sˆ/m2t + i0) is larger relative to the non-logarithmic
term and behaves worse as already mentioned for the case of Higgs-pair production. However, the
discussion in [16] demonstrates that the interference amplitude can be described reliably due to the
smallness of the vector form factor.
4. Conclusions
We have described our method for the reconstruction of top-quark mass effects in gluon fusion
processes with a conformal mapping and Padé approximants based on kinematic expansions. The
reliability of the approach has been demonstrated with examples at two and three-loop order. While
more numerical calculations have become available at two-loop order [1–6], our method is the only
approach beyond the LME that is feasible at three loops with the current computational technology
and can significantly improve the quality of predictions at this order [34].
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